
RLB – Rani Laxmi Bai 

 Kitchen and Cooking Burners should be cleaned regularly. 
 Tables where food stuff and utensil are being kept should be cleaned properly. Several kinds of 

thick vinyl material can be put on the racks where these utensils are being kept. 
 Drain inside the kitchen  is quite dirty, it needs cleaning on a regular basis by using bleaching 

powder  
 Leakage in water purifier has been identified; and the water purifier needs to be serviced on a 

regular basis.  
 Kitchen staff are wearing caps, but they are not wearing any gloves.  
 Salt and other spices are kept open; they should be kept in proper containers. 
 In case of food, one more Veg item needs to be added. 
 Some steel racks are needed to keep the utensils 
 Bain Marie can be provided to the hostels where the food will remain hot for a longer period of 

time 
 Fly catcher machines are needed. 

MMM- Madan Mohan Malviya 

 The whole kitchen floors, and racks, are extremely dirty and needs cleaning on a regular basis. 
 Near the entrance one floor pipe beneath the floor is  broken and the water is coming out of the 

surface area and nobody is paying attention to it. GSec said they have reported few times but no 
action has been taken yet. 

 Too many racks and other areas are broken. Civil dept work is desperately needed in the kitchen 
and mess. Again the GSec said this was reported few times to civil but none paying any 
attention. 

 Most of the fly catcher machines are not working. 
 Inside the kitchen the underground drainage has water logging as the drainage system is on the 

reverse side. 
 Fish curry taste was horrible. Potato usage is excessive in the mixed veg food. 
 The chapatis are under-cooked as the chapati machine is not working properly. Cold chapatis 

turning leathery, very hard to tear. 
 The students who are coming late face shortage of food. Some of the items are either missing or 

extra water is being added to the curries due to shortage. 
 The garden outside the MMM hall needs a water tap, in the absence of which they have to bring 

the water in buckets from their washrooms. The students were very enthusiastic in taking part 
in the gardening contest. This is causing bit problem for them. 
 

LBS – Lal Bahadur Shastri 

 The hall is in much better condition than the others.  
 Mess floor is OK, but the ceiling is very dirty and they are full of cobwebs which needs cleaning 

periodically. 
 Chimney is out of order.  



 Mess food is quite satisfying. But the use of potato in all curry should be less. 
 At night both the chapati-makers should be used so that the food service should not get 

delayed. It is reported that there are not enough staff members to man the other machine. 
 Bain Marie is also needed in this hostel. 
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